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Abstract

The problem of damage detection for a population of nominally identical structures is examined via

unsupervised vibration–based methods, that is methods trained by using solely healthy data records.

Although nominally identical structures are expected to feature identical dynamical characteristics, this

is not generally the case due to uncertainty and variability in the materials, the manufacturing, as

well as the actual operating and boundary conditions. The resulting uncertainty may often ”mask”

the effects of actual damage on the structure, rendering effective damage detection challenging. A

Supervised Principal Component Analysis Multiple Model AutoRegressive (S–PCA–MM–AR) method

was recently introduced for overcoming this difficulty. Yet, as unsupervised methods are often practically

preferable due to the lack of signals obtained from damaged structures, an unsupervised version is

presently postulated and tested. The results obtained are very encouraging, suggesting that damage

detection performance is still very good, with performance degradation being relatively limited when

migrating from the supervised to the unsupervised version of the PCA–MM–AR method. Moreover,

both versions of the method perform significantly better than a conventional type Unsupervised PCA

AutoRegressive (U–PCA–AR) method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Vibration–based damage detection for a population of nominally identical structures is of obvious

importance as such populations are encountered in many fields, including aeronautics, wind energy, sur-

face vehicles and so forth. Nominally identical structures are expected to feature common dynamics,

but due to uncertainty and variability in materials, manufacturing, as well as boundary and operating

conditions, the dynamics exhibited by individual members of the population very often feature signifi-

cant variability; a phenomenon even more pronounced for composite structures. This variability, when

compounded with additional sources of uncertainty, may be so significant as to “mask” changes in the

dynamics due to damage, thus rendering vibration–based damage detection challenging [1, 2].

Vibration–based methods aiming at dealing with uncertainty, although not necessarily within the

context of a population of nominally identical structures, may be distinguished into three broad classes

[3]: Class 1 methods attempting separation of the effects of damage on the dynamics from those due

to uncertainty using explicit cause–and–effect type modelling of the latter in the case of measurable

uncertainty factors (such as temperature) [4]. Class 2 methods attempting the separation by selecting

features of the dynamics and decomposing them in a suitable way – most commonly via Principal Com-

ponent Analysis (PCA). Then, changes in certain (selectable) components are attributed to the acting

(typically unmeasurable) uncertainty factors, while changes in others to damage, based on which dam-

age detection may be carried out [5, 6]. Class 3 methods attempt probabilistic modelling of uncertainty

on the dynamics via proper distributions. Then separation of the effects of uncertainty on the dynamics

– from those due to damage – may be achieved by recognizing effects non–attributable to the modelled
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uncertainty of the healthy structure. Methods in this class utilize Random Coefficient (RC) models [7],

probability mixture models [8], and Multiple Model (MM) representations [9].

The above classes of methods may be, of course, formulated as either unsupervised or supervised,

that is not employing or employing, respectively, signals from damaged structures in their baseline

(training) phase. They may be also used within the context of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) for

a population of nominally identical structures – yet, in this case the uncertainty effects are, naturally,

significantly amplified. An additional challenge in this case pertains to the determination of a common

damage detection threshold for the entire population. Yet, work on the problem of SHM for a population

of nominally identical structures, remains still quite limited [10–12].

The problem has been tackled in a series of recent studies by the present authors, starting with

standard statistical time series methods [13, 14] in [1], followed by Class 3 methods based on MM

representations of the unsupervised [2, 15] form. A method attempting to boost detection performance

by combining the principles and advantages of the Class 2 and Class 3 methods was recently introduced

in [16] under the term Supervised PCA MM AutoRegressive (S–PCA–MM–AR) method1. This method

is supervised, thus making use of vibration signals also obtained from damaged structures in the baseline

(training) phase, uses AR type Multiple Model representations along with PCA type decomposition, and

may achieve high performance levels [16].

The main question posed in the present study is what damage detection performance may be

achieved by relaxing the supervised nature of the above referenced method; that is postulating and

using an Unsupervised PCA MM AutoRegressive (U–PCA–MM–AR) version. The motivation behind

this question is obvious, as it is oftentimes practically difficult to obtain vibration signals for method

training from damaged structures. Hence the performance degradation expected from such an unsu-

pervised version is important to quantify. Apart from the unsupervised method’s comparison with its

original, supervised, counterpart [16], an interesting comparison with a corresponding, conventional

type, Unsupervised PCA AR (U–PCA–AR) method motivated by [5], is also made.

Reflecting practical requirements, the work focuses on the important, and also challenging,

response–only case, using only a single vibration response signal within a low and relatively limited

frequency range (5 – 2327.25 Hz). The experimental results and comparisons are based partially on the

coupons (lab–scale composite beams) and experiments utilized in our previous studies, with four new

damaged coupons being additionally included and leading to a population of 31 nominally identical

beams, with eight of them being damaged via impact (see section 3).

2. THE UNSUPERVISED RESPONSE–ONLY DAMAGE DETECTION METHODS

The postulated unsupervised version of the PCA MM AutoRegressive (PCA–MM–AR) method

[16], along with the corresponding conventional type Unsupervised PCA AR (U–PCA–AR) method

motivated by [5], which is a method not using a Multiple Model representation, are briefly presented

below. Both utilize AR modelling of the random vibration response signal, with an na–th order (AR(na))

model being of the form [17]:

y[t]+
na

∑
i=1

aiy[t − i] = e[t], e[t]∼ NID(0,σ2
e ) (1)

with t = 1, . . . ,N designating normalized discrete time, y[t] the measured vibration response signal, na

the model order, ai the i-th AR parameter, and e[t] the model residual assumed to be a white Gaussian

zero–mean sequence with variance σ2
e . NID stands for Normally Independently Distributed with the

indicated mean and variance. Note that each measured signal is sample mean corrected and normalized

by its own sample standard deviation. The model parameter vector2 θθθ = [a1 . . .ana
]T and its covariance

matrix ΣΣΣθθθ are estimated based on standard procedures [17].

1The prefix U in a method’s acronym designates unsupervised, while S designates supervised.
2Bold–face capital/lower–case letters designate matrices/vectors, respectively.



2.1 The U–PCA–MM–AR method

This is the unsupervised version of the S–PCA–MM–AR method introduced in [16], which may

be thought of as combining ideas from class 2 and class 3 methods. Its operational phases are concisely

presented below.

Baseline phase. In this phase p vibration response signals are obtained from ν healthy nominally

identical structures. An AR(na) model, say mo,i (i = 1, . . . , p), is then estimated based on each measured

signal3. The collection of these p models constitutes the Multiple Model (MM) representation of the

healthy structural dynamics, that is mo = {mo,1, . . . ,mo,p}. Let the estimated set of corresponding pa-

rameter vectors be designated as θo = {θθθ o,1, . . . ,θθθ o,p}. It should be noted that the number of experiments

should be higher than the AR order, that is p > na.

The matrix ΘΘΘo = [θθθ o,1 θθθ o,2 . . . θθθ o,p]p×na
consisting of all estimated healthy AR parameter vectors

is subsequently transformed via the non–centred PCA (which is not performing mean removal [18]),

via the following procedure. The na × na sample non-central second moment matrix PPP = 1
p

ΘΘΘT
o ΘΘΘo

(T designates matrix transposition) is obtained and then it is decomposed via PPP =US2UUS2UUS2U , into the na ×na

diagonal matrix S2S2S2 that includes the (positive) eigenvalues of PPP (squared singular values, arranged in

decreasing order), and the na × na matrix UUU that is a real unitary matrix containing the eigenvectors of

PPP [16]. The loading matrix LLL, is then obtained by selecting the first q+1 columns of UUU which explain a

certain fraction, say γ (%) (such as 99%)4, of the healthy model parameter variability and then removing

q of them while excluding the first column (which is related to the AR model parameter sample means

as explained in [19, pp. 72-75]). The objective is to retain the vectors corresponding to the last principal

components; these explain a small [(1− γ)%] fraction of the healthy model parameter variability, and

thus have low sensitivity to uncertainty. Then, a space of dimensionality ñ = na − q is constructed via

the transformations:

θ̃θθ o,k = LLLTθθθ o,k ∈ R
ñ×1

, Σ̃ΣΣo,k = LLLTΣΣΣθθθ o,k
LLL ∈ R

ñ×ñ
, for k = 1, . . . , p (2)

Inspection phase. Once a current (fresh) vibration response signal is obtained from one of the

structures (being in unknown health state), a new AR model, say mu, of the same (as in the baseline

phase) order na, is estimated. The obtained parameter vector θθθ u and covariance matrix ΣΣΣu are then

transformed into the ñ–dimensional space based on Eq. (2).

Damage detection is then achieved based on a proper distance metric D(m̃o, m̃u) between the MM

representation of the population of healthy structures m̃o and the AR model representing the current

structure m̃u (both transformed into the the ñ–dimensional space):

D(m̃o, m̃u)≤ llim → Healthy structure

otherwise → Damaged structure
(3)

with llim designating a user–specified threshold. Two distinct expressions of the distance metric

D(m̃o, m̃u) between the current structure and the MM representation of the population of healthy struc-

tures are considered, the first utilizing the sum and the second the minimum of the distances of m̃u from

all elements (individual models) of m̃o:

D(m̃o, m̃u) :=
p

∑
k=1

d(m̃o,k, m̃u) D(m̃o, m̃u) := min
k

d(m̃o,k, m̃u) for k = 1, . . . , p (4)

with d(m̃o,k, m̃u) indicating distance between two individual (conventional) models. The basic distance

presently employed is the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence, which is a pseudo–distance, between the

parameter vector estimates θ̃θθ o,k and θ̃θθ u [20].

3The subscript o designates the healthy structural state, whereas u designates a currently unknown – to be determined –

structural state.
4In all methods γ represents the percentage of feature (AR parameter vector) variability attributed to uncertainty factors.



2.2 A conventional type Unsupervised PCA–AR (U–PCA–AR) method

This is a class 2 method employing the centred PCA and motivated by [5]. The objective here

is to retain the first q principal components that explain most of the model parameter variance, so as

to achieve implicit modelling of uncertainty. Then damage detection is based on the difference error

between the original model parameter vector and its reconstructed counterpart (which is based on the

retained principal components). This error is obviously related to the unretained principal components,

so that changes in it may be attributed to damage. A brief overview of the method is provided below.

Baseline phase: In this case the AR model parameter vector is sample mean corrected (thus centred

PCA is used), while its elements are (preferably) normalized by their own sample standard deviation. As

in the previous method, following the computation of PPP, the matrices UUU and S2S2S2 are obtained. Then the

loading matrix LLL (na×q) is obtained by selecting and retaining the first q columns ofUUU which correspond

to the eigenvalues that explain γ (%) (such as 90%) of the healthy model parameters variance.

Inspection phase: Once a fresh vibration response signal is obtained from the current (in unknown

state) structure, an AR model mu is estimated and normalized (by the exact same procedure using, for

each parameter, the same sample mean and standard deviation employed in the baseline phase). It is

subsequently transformed into the reduced dimensionality space, and then back into the original na-

dimensional space as follows [5]:

θθθ ′
u = LLLLLLTθθθ c

u ∈ R
na×1 (5)

where θθθ c
u designates the normalized parameter vector corresponding to θθθ u. The loss of information

through the above re–mapping leads to the residual error:

eee := θθθ u −θθθ ′
u (6)

Damage detection may be then based on the Euclidean norm of eee as follows:

D := ‖eee‖l2 ≤ llim → Healthy structure

otherwise → Damaged structure
(7)

with llim designating a user specified threshold.

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL SET–UP AND THE DAMAGE SCENARIOS

Figure 1 : Experimental set-up: Point X represents the force excitation position, Point Y1 the vibration accelera-

tion measurement position [15].

The experiments are based on a population of 31 nominally identical lab–scale composite beams

(see [16] for details), each representing the topology of the main part of a commercial Unmanned Aerial

Vehicle (UAV) boom. In each experiment the beam is tightly clamped at one end (Figure 1), simulating

its connection to the UAV fuselage, while its free end is attached to an aluminium mass representing the

aircraft tail.



Figure 2 : Schematic of the beam and the experimental set–up (top view) with the damage locations (red stars)

and the Y1 measurement point indicated (dimensions in mm) [16].

Structural Impact Impact Number Number of Total number

State Energy (J) Position of beams experiments per beam of experiments

Healthy — — 23 7 161

Damage AL 5 Point A 1 7 7

Damage BL 5 Point B 1 7 7

Damage CL 5 Point C 1 7 7

Damage DL 5 Point D 1 7 7

Damage AH 15 Point A 1 7 7

Damage BH 15 Point B 1 7 7

Damage CH 15 Point C 1 7 7

Damage DH 15 Point D 1 7 7

Sampling freq. fs = 4 654.5 Hz; freq. bandwidth [5 - 2 327.25] Hz

Signal length: 10 000 samples (≈ 2.15 s )

Table 1 : The damage scenarios, the experiments, and measured signal details.

23 of the beams are healthy (these were also used in our previous study [16]), and eight are damaged

(four of them were also used in our previous study). Compared to [16], eight distinct damage scenarios

are now considered, with damage being induced via a pendulum type impact hammer at a single point

(A, B, C, or D; Figure 2); a single damage on each one of the eight damaged beams. The impact energy

is classified as Low (L – 5J) or high (H – 15J). Each damage scenario is thus designated using two

letters: the first one indicating damage location and the second impact energy level (see Table 1).

Several vibration experiments are performed for each one of the beams using an electromechanical

shaker applying a random white Gaussian force vertically at point X, while the acceleration response

signal is measured at point Y1 via a lightweight accelerometer (Figure 1). Details on the experiments

are provided in Table 1 as well as in [1]. Each measured vibration signal is sample mean corrected and

normalized by its own sample standard deviation.

4. DAMAGE DETECTION RESULTS

The experimental assessment of the Unsupervised PCA MM AutoRegressive (U–PCA–MM–AR)

method is undertaken, along with a comparison with its original, supervised, version – that is the Su-

pervised PCA MM AutoRegressive (U–PCA–MM–AR) method [16] – in order to assess the level of

performance degradation introduced by relaxing the requirement for using signals from damaged struc-

tures in the baseline phase. An interesting comparison with a conventional type Unsupervised PCA AR

(U–PCA–AR) method motivated by [5] and using the AR parameter vector as feature, is also made. The

sensitivity of the methods in terms of the number of healthy structures used in the baseline (training)

phase, the AR model order, and the fraction γ (%) of the variability attributed to principal components

associated with uncertainty, is also examined.

Damage detection performance is assessed using ν distinct healthy beams for the methods’ training

in the baseline phase – these are referred to as baseline beams, while the remaining beams are referred to



No. of baseline No. of No. of Baseline No. of Inspection Employed Inspection

healthy inspection experiments experiments baseline sets sets (cases)

beams (ν) beams (i) (p = 7 ·ν) (z = 7 · i) (h) (h · z)

7 24 49 168 50 8 400

9 22 63 154 50 7 700

11 20 77 140 50 7 000

13 18 91 126 50 6 300

15 16 105 112 50 5 600

Table 2 : Inspection beams, inspection experiments, and inspection cases for various values of ν .

as inspection beams and are used exclusively for assessment in the inspection phase. Experiments (and

signals) obtained by the baseline beams are designated as baseline experiments, while those obtained by

the inspection beams are designated as inspection experiments – see Table 2.

For proper assessment, for each value of ν , the selection of the baseline beams is “rotated” among

the available healthy beams. This leads to a “rotation” of the baseline and inspection experiments, and

allows for a high number of the latter on which damage detection assessment is to be based – see Table

2 where the total number of inspection sets (cases) used is shown in the last column. It is noted that

the metric D in each method may scale differently for each set of baseline beams, due to differences in

the selected principal components. Thus, in order to assess each method’s performance with a common

threshold (distinct for each method, but common for all sets of baseline beams used in the “rotations”),

some kind of normalization may be used. In the present study this is accomplished by using a (selected)

reference experiment, with a PCA transformed AR model m̃∗. Then D is normalized by dividing by

D∗ = D(m̃o, m̃
∗) in the U–PCA–MM–AR method, and by D∗ = ‖θθθ ∗−θθθ ∗′‖l2 in the U–PCA–AR method.

For each ν , the methods’ damage detection performance is (based on all considered inspection

cases) presented via Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, each one representing the true

positive rate (percentage of correct damage detections) versus the false positive rate (percentage of false

alarms) for varying detection threshold. Note that for purposes of improved clarity, only the portion of

a ROC curve corresponding to false alarm rates between 0 and 0.05 is presented, as higher false alarm

rates are not of practical interest. An additional performance measure used is the Area Under the ROC

(AUC; using the complete curve), which may range from 0 to 1, with the latter value corresponding to

excellence in performance.

4.1 Sensitivity analysis of the methods

Figures 3(a),(b) depict the sensitivity of the U–PCA–MM–AR method to the selected AR model

order for both types (sum or min) of distance metric employed (ν = 15 baseline beams; all inspection

cases). Evidently, the method’s performance improves with increasing AR order, while the distance

metric using the minimum distance (second in Eqs. (4)) exhibits somewhat reduced sensitivity to AR

order. Yet, the sum distance metric leads to the method’s best performance, achieved for AR order 57,

although its performance is worse for low (less than 2%) false alarm rates.

Furthermore, Figures 3(d),(e) depict the sensitivity of U–PCA–MM–AR method with respect to

the number ν of baseline beams, for both distance metrics and AR order 57. Evidently, the minimum

distance metric is less sensitive to the number of baseline beams, while the best performance is achieved

when the sum distance metric (see Eq. (4)) is employed and ν = 15.

Corresponding results for the conventional type U–PCA–AR method are also reported in Figures

3(c),(f). It is evident that the sensitivity to both of the aforementioned design parameters is limited, with

the best performance also achieved for ν = 15 and AR order 57. Yet, its performance is clearly inferior

to that achieved by the U–PCA–MM–AR method.
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Figure 3 : ROC curves for the unsupervised methods for: (a)–(c) varying AR order and ν = 15; (d)–(f) varying

ν and AR order 57 (50 combinations of baseline beams; U–PCA–MM–AR methods: γ = 99.4%; conventional

U–PCA–AR method: γ = 90%).

Figures 4 and 5 depict the U–PCA–MM–AR (using the sum distance metric) and the U–PCA–

AR methods’ performance in terms of the AUC, for varying number of baseline beams, AR order, and

variability fraction (γ %) attributed to the principal components associated with uncertainty.

Through Figure 4 it is confirmed that the U–PCA–MM–AR method using the sum distance metric

achieves the best performance for ν = 15 baseline beams, AR order 57, and γ = 99.4%. From the same

figure it is also observed that keeping γ = 99.4%, the method’s performance remains at a good level

for a wide range of the other two parameters. It is noted that the method’s performance for the case of

7 baseline beams and AR order of 57 is not presented, as p = 49 < na = 57 (also see subsection 2.1

and Table 2). The conventional type U–PCA–AR method results (Figure 5) indicate best performance

for ν = 15, AR order 57, and γ = 90%, while the performance remains adequate if a lower number of

baseline beams or AR order is used, provided that γ is maintained at 90%. The general superiority of

the U–PCA–MM–AR method is thus confirmed for a wide range of design parameter values.

4.2 Direct comparison of the methods

The performance characteristics of two unsupervised methods – that is the U–PCA–MM–AR using

the sum distance metric and the conventional type U–PCA–based method – are now directly compared

in terms of the ROC and the AUC. For this purpose the previously determined “best” design parameters

are employed.

In addition, in order to assess performance degradation when migrating from a supervised into an

unsupervised method, a direct comparison with the “best” achieved performance of the corresponding

supervised MM method – that is the S–PCA–MM–AR method [16] with the sum distance metric (with

AR order 57, ν = 15) is also made. Note that the supervised method needs to use damage scenarios in

its baseline phase (specifically DL and DH), which are in this case excluded from the inspection phase;

this, of course, creates a discrepancy from the unsupervised case.

Based on the results of Figure 6, the supervised (S–PCA–MM–AR) method indeed achieves the

best performance. Yet, the performance difference from its unsupervised counterpart (U–PCA–MM–

AR) is relatively limited, with the AUC value dropping only slightly, from 0.9966 to 0.9928. This is
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an important result, indicating that high damage detection performance may be achieved by the PCA–

MM–AR method even in cases where it has to be used in its unsupervised mode, as it may be the

case when there is a lack of experiments and signals with damaged structures. On the other hand, it is

also evident from Figure 6 that both (the unsupervised and supervised) versions of the PCA–MM–AR
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Figure 6 : Damage detection performance in terms of (a) ROC curves and (b) AUC for the U–PCA–MM–AR

(sum distance metric), S–PCA–MM–AR, and the conventional type U–PCA–AR methods (50 combinations of

baseline healthy beams).

method significantly outperform the conventional type U–PCA–AR method.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of damage detection for a population of nominally identical structures was exam-

ined via unsupervised vibration–based methods, that is methods trained by using healthy data records

alone. For this purpose an unsupervised PCA Multiple Model AR type (U–PCA–MM–AR) version of a

recently introduced supervised method has been postulated. The main questions posed in the study in-

cluded whether or not satisfactory damage detection performance may be achieved by the unsupervised

method, an assessment of performance degradation compared to its supervised version, sensitivity as-

sessment to the method’s design parameters, as well as performance comparison to a conventional type

unsupervised (U–PCA–AR) method. Answers to these questions were sought via a systematic proce-

dure based on damage detection for a population of 31 nominally identical lab–scale composite beams.

The results of the study have indicated that:

• The postulated unsupervised method’s sensitivity to design parameters, such as AR order, number

of baseline beams, and percentage of variability attributed to principal values considered as being

associated with uncertainty, is relatively limited around the optimal point in the design parameter

space.

• The postulated unsupervised method’s performance is very good, and drastically better than that

of the conventional type unsupervised method employed.

• Damage performance degradation when migrating from the supervised to the unsupervised ver-

sion of the method is relatively limited (AUC dropping from 0.9966 to 0.9928). This is an impor-

tant result suggesting that the PCA–MM–AR damage detection method remains effective even in

the absence of signals from damaged structures in the baseline (training) phase.

• An additional potential advantage of the unsupervised version of the method may be its simplicity.

Moreover, the supervised version may also be more sensitive to its own design parameters.

• It should be also stressed that the excellent results obtained refer to (impact–induced) damage

detection under the constraints of a single, low and limited frequency, vibration response signal.

Naturally, further performance improvements are expected in case these constraints are relaxed.
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